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The material in this packet was excerpted and adapted by the local League committee
from articles and other resources posted on the website of the League of Women
Voters of the United States. It is intended to provide background information for
answering consensus questions 1-6, which will be addressed in February. The material
is presented in roughly the same order as the questions. The full text of the articles
can be found at http://www.lwv.org/member-resources/agriculture-update.
Committee members: Chris Donahue, Linda Ferdowsian, Pat Hocken, Mary Keating,
Ellen Maddex, Vincenza Scarpaci, Veronika Walton
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Agriculture Update Consensus Questions
Economic Health of the Agricultural Sector
1. Should government financial support for agriculture be
directed to:
a ) Subsidized agricultural credit {loans)
b) Disaster assistance
c) Crop insurance
d ) Farms that supply local and regional markets
e) Subsidized implementation of best management practices
f ) Commodity crop programs, e.g., corn, soybeans, sugar,
cotton, wheat
g) Commodity livestock program
h ) Commodity dairy program
i ) Specialty crops, e.g. fruits, vegetables, nuts, etc.
j) Other production methods, e.g. organic, hydroponic, urban, etc.
farms
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Yes

No

No Consensus

Comments:
2. What changes should government make regarding direct
payment programs to farm operators?
Note: Farm operators ca n be anything between family
farms to huge corporations.

Yes

No

No Consensus

a ) Eliminate direct payments to farm operators
b) Update the rules for direct payments to farm operators to su
p port sustainability
c) Broaden the types of farms that are eligible
d ) Broaden the types of crops that are eligible
e) Effectively enforce existing rules
Comments:
3. What changes to current crop insurance programs should
government make?

Yes

No

No Consensus

a ) Extend to more types of crops
b) Li n k to the use of conservation practices
c) Limit insurance for the cultivation of marginal and
environmentally sensitive land
d ) Ca p amount of premium subsidy to a single farm operator (see
note in question 2)
Comments:

4. Should government act on any of the following?
a ) Revise anti-trust legislation to ensure competitive agricultural
markets
b) Enforce anti-trust laws as they relate to agriculture
c) Promote alternative marketing systems, including regional hub
markets, farmer cooperatives, farm markets, etc.
Comments:
© 2014 League of Women Voters Agriculture Update Committee
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Yes

No

No Consensus

AnimaI Management
5. Which of the following approaches to animal
management should government achieve?

Yes

No

No Consensus

Yes

No

No Consensus

a ) Transparently collect and disclose data about regulated
animal feeding operations (AFOs) or aquaculture operations
and about the health of animals in such regulated operations
b) Apply and enforce existing clean a ir a n d clean water
regulations to animal or seafood management facilities
Comments:
6. Which of the following approaches to animal waste

management should government require or bring
about?
a) Treat animal waste with environmentally sound
technologies for all regulated AFOs
b) Prioritize federal funds to mitigate existing environmental
challenges (such as Environmental Quality Incentives
Program, cost share, loans, etc.) rather than construction of
new facilities
Comments:
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Overview of Agricultural Subsidy
The federal government supports the agricultural sector through a variety of direct and
indirect subsidies. The direct subsidies are the ones that get the most attention in the press and
in Congress, as they tend to involve some type of direct payment to farmers. The government
also indirectly subsidizes agriculture through its funding of activities such as agricultural
research and development, extension programs, and maintaining agricultural databases.
Farming is an inherently risky business. Son1e risk relates to decisions exclusively under the
farmers' control. For example, selecting the best seeds for local conditions, deciding how
much of which crops to plant, and correctly tin1ing the need for pesticide application are all
part of the calculus. The wrong decisions can dramatically affect profitability.
However, considerable risks fall outside the farmers' control:
•

Catastrophic weather events like floods and droughts can be financially devastating to
those in crop and animal production. But even a more local event such as an
inopportune two-night freeze can wipe out an entire year's production (as happened
two years ago when Michigan lost most of its fruit production during an untimely
spring freeze).
The availability of farm labor to harvest crops for which mechanization is not used.
Produce can only be sold if it is harvested, and timely harvest is critical.
Farmers do not control the price they are paid for those commodities traded on exchanges
like the Chicago Mercantile Exchange/Chicago Board of Trade. Farmers producing sugar,
milk, frozen orange juice, live cattle, feeder cattle, hogs, cotton, wheat, oats, canola, com,
& soy must be vigilant about market prices for futures and options contracts in
deciding when to sell.
The price of energy, which affects the costs of operating equipment during planting and
harvesting, inputs such as fertilizer, and product transport to market. 1

Given the uncertainty governing production as well as post-production factors, a variety of
agricultural subsidies have been adopted by Congress.
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Direct Subsidies
Direct agricultural subsidies are government payments to producers of agricultural products
for the purpose of stabilizing food prices, ensuring plentiful food production, guaranteeing
farmers' basic incomes and ability to continue farming, and generally strengthening the
agricultural segment of the national economy.2 When one speaks of U.S. agricultural
"subsidies" one is usually referring to a narrow set of Federal programs that falls under the
"Commodity Programs" section of the Farm Bill. These subsidy payments are often linked to
other Commodity Programs, such as federally subsidized crop insurance, and to conservation
measures, including various incentives for farmers to control supply, so prices do not go into
a free-fall that increases Government's costs for price supports or, conversely, so prices do
not rise rapidly such that products are unaffordable to the general consumer.
The 1938 Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA) was passed by Congress using its authority to
regulate interstate cornn1erce. The 1938 AAA combined ( 1) conservation provisions aimed at
protecting soil through better production practices (including land set asides expected to
reduce crop surpluses), (2) price supports for selected comn1odities paid to farmers who
reduced acreage but could not obtain a "fair" market price, and (3) a voluntary crop insurance
program.
There have been numerous attempts to reform or eliminate price supports and production
controls since the 1950s. These attempts reflect a belief that U.S. agriculture has evolved
since 1938 and that the relatively unchanged structure of the subsidy program is no longer
serving the initial objectives. In the 1930s there were 6,000,000 family farms occupying
about 25% of the nation's citizens. By the late 1990s about 8% of the farming population
(roughly 157,000 large farms) accounted for 72% of all farm sales (with average sales per
farm for this group at
$900,000).3
In addition to changes in the structure of U.S. agriculture, population growth and economic
development across the globe have contributed to a major transformation in the global trade
of agricultural commodities. Demand has increased, and key commodity markets, many of
which are dominated by U.S. conglomerates, are increasingly concentrated. Furthermore, the
world Trade Organization has rules that govern these markets (many of which restrict price
and supply controls historically used by the U.S.).4

What Are the Current Farm Subsidies?
Between 1995 and 2012, the USDA farm programs paid out $292 billion in subsidies, of
which
$17.6 billion were direct payments, $53.6 billion were crop insurance subsidies, $38.9 billion
were conservation subsidies and $22.5 billion were disaster subsidies. According to one
source, ten percent of the farms collected 75% of all subsidies, and 62% of the farms did not
receive any subsidies.5
The primary subsidy programs in recent years include:
Direct payments, which are paid at a set rate every year
Page 6

The direct payment program established in 1996 was designed to pay out smaller
amounts each year over a period of seven years at which point it would be
terminated.
Payments were calculated based upon a farmer's past harvests; in the future the farmer
could grow the same crops or different ones or none. In 1998 farm income fell because
of drought and Congress added $2.9 billion in extra payments and eliminated the
declining payment provision. In 2002 Congress eliminated the end date. In 2008 the
payments were renewed, and again in January 2013 the payments were renewed through
2013. The payment is the same each year and is not adjusted for commodity price
levels.6
Direct payments are cash subsidies for producers of I 0 crops: wheat, corn, sorghum,
barley, oats, cotton, rice, soybeans, minor oilseeds, and peanuts. The last three were
added in the 2002 Farm Bill. Direct payments are based on a historical measure of a
farm's acres used for production and are not related to current production or prices. 7
Recent analysis found that the program subsidizes farm owners who are not really
farmers. Over 2000 farms receiving payments have not grown crops during the past five
years according to a GAO study. Payments have also been paid to owners living
hundreds of miles from the land. Under the rules this is permitted only if the owner
shares in the farm's financial risks and remains actively engaged, but these rules do not
seem to be strictly enforced. A comprehensive data base on payments made under this
provision as
well as other subsidy payment information is online at http:
http://farm.ewg.org/region.php?fips=00000 . 9.10.11
•

Counter-cyclical payments, which are triggered when market prices fall below certain
thresholds
Average Crop Revenue Election (ACRE), a revenue assurance program that provides for
overall profitability for a given crop if a farmer meets strict guidelines (pays several years
after the completion of a crop year)
Marketing loans that offer favorable terms through loan deficiency payments (LDPs) and
commodity certificates
Disaster assistance programs can help a farmer recoup large losses due to natural
phenomena if the farmer meets the program requirements. These disaster assistance
programs, specifically the Supplemental Revenue Assistance Payments Program (SURE),
were implemented to eliminate costly and difficult to monitor and administer ad hoc
disaster programs.

•

Crop insurance subsidies are a reduction of calculated premium Owed by a farmer for
an insurance policy he or she voluntarily purchased. 12 Crop insurance is described in
further detail in a separate paper of the Agriculture Update.

Detailed explanations of these programs are available in the Environmental Working Group
Farm Subsidy primer referenced below, as well as at the primary source websites of the
USDA agencies that administer these farm programs: the Risk Management Agency for the
crop insurance program, and the Farm Service Agency (FSA) for all other farm subsidy
programs.
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In Congress, in late 2013, the nature and structure of subsidies are being debated as part of
the Farm Bill. General issues include:
•
Whether or not to phase out direct payn1ents and if so, how quickly
•
At what target price should price protection for crops kick in and for which crops How
to stabilize the dairy program1 3
A Food and Water Watch Fact Sheet describes the concerns with the current structure of the
subsidies:
The 2002 and 2008 farm bills largely maintained the commodity programs created by
Freedon1 to Farm. This effectively replaced the supply and price management policies in
place since the 1930s with payments designed to keep farmers from going bankrupt due to
low prices generated by overproduction. Since then, taxpayer money has been used to make up
some of the income lost by farmers who grow commodities that get sold cheap. Instead of
progran1s that could put a brake on collapsing prices, government payments make up the
difference between the low price agribusiness pays for commodities and the farmers ' cost
of solving, growing, harvesting and transporting crops. Farm programs that allow prices to
fall below production costs and then pay farmers some of the difference with taxpayer
dollars are really subsidizing meat- packers, factory farms and food processors. 14
Some organizations, including Food and Water Watch, want reform rather than removal of
subsidies. These critics argue that agriculture continues to be a high risk activity, and a
blanket removal of the farm subsidy program would hurt the small-scale, family farm sector
and producers of non-commodity crops that many want to see expand and evolve into more
local and regional (rather than global) food systems. 15

Indirect Agricultural Subsidies for Research &
Development
Research is a cornerstone of econon1ic growth and development. The Federal Government has played a
major role in supporting agricultural research for over a century, transforn1ing U.S. agriculture fron1 a
resource-based industry to a science- based industry.16
Benefit/cost analyses have shown that although it may take 20 years to realize the benefits of some agricultural
R&D, such research generates social benefit-cost ratios in the range of 20: l or higher, with about half of the total
benefits accruing to farmers and the other half being shared between landlords and consumers. 17
Basic and applied research and development (R&D) affecting the agricultural sector is conducted and/or funded
through a number of avenues:

•

Conducted and funded in-house by government agencies, such as
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AGree
Table 1 Summary of Major Farm Programs
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United States Department of Agriculture
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and its agencies develop, implement,
and administer policy and programs related to farming, agriculture, nutrition, food safety,
land management natural resources, forestry, and rural development. 1 The actual program
content and budget of the USDA is determined by the Farm Bill, which is generally
reauthorized by Congress every five years. With its broad reach, USDA agencies impact
multiple areas of the LWV Agriculture Update.

Farm Bill and Budget Authorizations
USDA programs described in the previous table are determined in large part by the Farm
Bill and the political process associated with its reauthorization. Congressional decisions
about both mandatory and discretionary funding detern1ine the budgets available to
implement the programs. Mandatory funding means that the Farm Bill itself designates the
amount of funding to allocate to a program. Programs with discretionary funding must go
through a new appropriations process every year in which Congressional committees decide
how much money should be allocated. Funding for discretionary programs is thus much less
certain. The 2012 extension of the 2008 farm bill defunded parts of that bill's mandatory
funding and sequestration has resulted in cuts to some programs with mandatory funding.8
Farm Bills have been setting the broad parameters of govemn1ent support and regulation of
the agricultural sector and food system since the 1930s. A number of the programs
supported by the farm bill such as farm subsidies, food distribution and nutrition programs,
and conservation programs have been hotly debated both in Congress and in the popular
press, with proponents and opponents having very different views of the costs and benefits
of the programs and the role that Farm Bill legislation has played in promoting the shift
toward the large scale industrialized approach to agriculture that has evolved in the U.S-9• 10
The 2008 Bill was due for reauthorization
in 2012. Despite proposals for new bills in both the House" and, the Senate12
as of
,
October 2013, we are still operating under the 2008 Farm Bill, as amended during the
"fiscal cliff'1 negotiations, which extended most of the 2008 provisions to September 30,
2013.
USDA authorized spending bas climbed from $116 billion in 2009 to the $156 billion
authorized for the 2013 fiscal year before the fiscal cliff and sequester, and other cuts were
made. The 132- page Fiscal Year 2014 budget proposes $146 billion in total spending (8%
below the 2013 budget), but the exact is not known. 13
Of the $146.billion proposed for Fiscal Year 2014, $123 billion is for mandatory programs
that include crop insurance; nutrition assistance programs, including the $78 billion dollars
allocated to the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP); farm commodity and
trade programs; and a number of conservation programs. Progran1s based on discretionary
funding include Women, Infant & Children (WIC); food safety; rural development loans
and grants;
© 2013 LWV: Agriculture Update Study Background Paper: USDA
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Agricultural Update Background Paper: United States Department of Agriculture

research and education; soil and water conservation technical assistance; animal
and plant health; management of national forests, wildland fire, and other Forest
Service activities; and domestic and international marketing assistance. 14
Of all funds proposed for administration under USDA for 2014, 72% are for
nutrition assistance, 15% for farm and commodity programs, 6% for conservation
and forestry, and 6% for all other spending combined. 15 These shares are fairly
typical of USDA budgets in the recent past.
Although the USDA budget supporting its food safety role is a relatively small
share of the department's total budget, USDA agencies do receive a large share
of total federal spending for food safety inspections so reliance on
discretionary funding for this mission makes implementation of a reliable,
consistent inspection program challenging.
Although there is no certainty about these 2014 proposed budget numbers, they
provide insight about the size of the USDA budget relative to the total Federal
budget and the budgets of other agencies that deal with food and agricultural
issues.
CURRENT ISSUES
Agriculture interest, business and consumers groups all focus on the Farm Bill
each time the legislation comes up for renewal. Among the current issues of
interest are:
The relationship of Farm Bill commodity programs to structural changes
in the agricultural sector (e.g., rapid growth of industrial, large scale
agriculture and concentration in input, processing, and retail grocery
sectors).16
The costs, benefits, and equity implications of farmer support programs
(e.g., price supports, direct payments, subsidized crop insurance) and
18

17

,
linkages of these benefits
to conservation practices.
The extent to which Farm Bill allocations to research, extension,

marketing assistance and commodity programs are promoting a

11

19

sustainable" domestic and world food system.
Recent growth in the number of recipients in the nutrition assistance
program and Congressional debates about tightening up eligibility
requirements and reducing budget allocations. 20

Recommended Reading
Executive Office of the President, Council of Economic Advisors, "Challenges and
Opportunities in U.S. Agriculture" (Chapter 8 of the Economic Report of the President- 2013)
available at: http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/ERP-2013/pdf/ERP-2013-chapter8.pdf
This is an excellent introductory document offering background on such topics as the role of
agriculture in the U.S. economy, structural changes that have taken place since the 1920s, the
recent development of new markets (e.g., organic, local), the contribution of research and
development to productivity growth, agriculture in world trade, and the challenges of agricultural
risk n1anagement. The document offers the Obama Administration's perspective

© 2013 LWV: Agriculture Update Study Background Paper: USDA
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Overview of Farm Management
In the early 20th century, families operated most farms using local resources and labor.
The farmers recycled organic material, and used rainfall and built in natural pest
controls. Farms had both livestock and cropland. Farmers safeguarded production
through rotating crops in space and time to reduce risk. Legumes were grown in
rotation to provide inputs of nitrogen. These techniques suppressed insects, weeds
and diseases by breaking the lifecycles of these pests. Only limited equipment and
services were purchased off farm. 1
Today as more and more farmers are integrated into international economies, imperatives to
diversity disappear and n1onocultures are rewarded by economies of scale. In turn, lack of
rotations and diversification take m.11ay key self-regulating mechanisms turning
Monocultures into highly vulnerable agroecosystems dependent on high chemical inputs. 2

Sustainable Agriculture
Legal Definition of Sustainable Agriculture: The term "sustainable agriculture 113° means an
integrated system of plant and animal production practices having a site-specific application that
will over the long-tenn:3 1


Satisfy human food and fiber needs.



Enhance environmental quality' and the natural resource base upon which the agriculture
economy depends.



Make the most efficient use of nonrenewable resources and on-farm resources and
integrate, where appropriate, natural biological cycles and controls.



Sustain the economic viability of farm operations.



Enhance the quality of life for farmers and society as a whole.

John Ikerd, retired professor of soil science at the University of Missouri has said,
We cannot prove through empirical studies that one approach to agriculture is sustainable
or that another is not. It would quite literally 11take forever 11 to collect the data/or such a
study .... I believe there is a gro1ving consensus in support of threefundan1ental
prerequisites: A sustainable agriculture 1nust be ecologically sound, econo1nically viable,
and socially responsible,12
Examples of agricultural practices that promote sustainable agriculture vary depending on
regional soil conditions and weather conditions. In general they include crop rotation and tillage
practices, use of cover crops, soil enrichment through plant and livestock inputs, use of natural
pest predators, and bio-intensified integrated pest n1anagement33 as well as use of energy
conservation technology and renewable energy sources34 •
Results of an eight year farm study conducted in Iowa indicate that n1ore diverse crop rotation systems
- comparing 2, 3, and 4 year crop rotations - can use small an1ounts of synthetic agrichemical inputs
as powerful tools with which to tune, rather than drive, agroecosystem performance while n1eeting or
exceeding the performance of less diverse systen1s and reducing freshwater toxicity.-' 5
The Union of Concerned Scientists sees four n1ajor factors in healthy fam1 planning: a landscape
that allows for the maintenance of uncultivated areas; crop diversity and rotation using long crop

© 2013 League of Women Voters Agriculture Update Committee
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Overview of Farm Management
rotation and expanding crop selection to include fruits and vegetables to build diversity and
improve the soil; integrating livestock to increase diversity through well n1anaged pastures and
availability of 1nanure; and using cover crops to avoid bare soiI.:11 'These practices n1ay result in
lower gross return per acre; however, the reduced gross incon1e can be balanced by lower input
costs for chen1icals and fertilizers, n1ach ine1y. pesticides and fuel so that net retun1s can be as
good or better.37

Organic Agriculture
The USDA defines organic as:
Organic is a labeling tern1 that indicates that the food or other agricultural product has
been produced through approved n1ethods that integrate cultural, biological, and tenical
practices that foster cycling of resources, pron1ote ecological balance, and conserve
biodiversity. Synthetic fertilizers, sewage sludge, irradiation, and genetic engineering may
not be used.38
The USDA provides a detailed guidance relating to production, handling, processing, labeling
and marketing, certification, allowed and prohibited substances, and policies.39 "In 2010, a mere
eight years after USDA's regulations officially went into effect, organic foods and beverages
made $26.7 billion."40 Organic agriculture follows practices for crop rotation. biodiversity and
n1ixed plantings to protect both the soil and the environn1ent.
Pesticides are used in organic fa1n1ing but 1nust be natural, processed lightly. and not synthetic.
There are around 20 chen1icals approved for use in the USDA progran1. Large organic fan11s 111ay
be using liberal an1ounts. but usage is not tracked. There are son1e concerns about their
safety.4132 Pesticides used in conventional agriculture are often synthetic and are regulated by
the EPA.. (See the Agriculture Update Paper on Pesticide management.)
Organic farn1ing is a growing industry that may add significantly to the development of
sustainable agriculture practices. Supporters of organic fam1ing have argued that this approach
should be used exclusively, while others have insisted organic farming cannot feed the world. A
2012, comprehensive analysis published in 1Vature concluded:
Our analysis of available data shows that, overall, organic yields are typically lo1ver than
conventional yields. But these yield differences are highly contextual, depending on syste1n
and site characteristics, and range j 'ron1 5% lower organic yields ..., 13% lo1ver yields ...,
to 34% 101ver yields (when the conventional and organic syste1ns are n1ost comparable).
Under certain conditions-that is, with good management practices, particular crop types
and growing conditions-organic systems can thus nearly 1natch conventional yields,
whereas under others it at present cannot. To establish organic agriculture as an important
tool in sustainable food production, the factors limiting organic yields need to be more
fully understood, alongside assessn1ents of the 1nany social, environn1ental and economic
benefits of organic ji:trn1ing systems. 13

© 2013 League of Women Voters Agriculture Update Committee
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Overview of Farm Management

Organic farms are not limited to small niche farms and may become part of the large farm
universe as farmers recognize the value of the products. Universities are working with farmers to
improve organic methods. The nutritional and taste issues of alternate farm systems are discussed
in the Agriculture Update paper on USDA's Role in American Nutrition.

Small Farms/Urban farms/Local Food Systems
Recent trends supporting the resurgence of small farms include "a significant increase in both the
number and variety of local direct marketing opportunities which can both increase the farmer's
share of food dollars and decrease transportation and storage costs; the growing demand for
organic products and the price premiums often associated with them; the increasing popularity of
high value specialty crops and value added products; the adoption of techniques such as season
extension using passive solar hoop-houses [unheated greenhouses]." These trends can allow
farmers to generate greater revenue on smaller acreages.44
As the small farm sector has expanded, increasing resources are becoming available.45 Tools
such as the solar hoop-houses, community granaries and mobile poultry processing units offer
options to small farmers to reduce costs and increase efficiency. Organizations like the New
England Small Farms Institute are training small farmers, sharing information and organizing
special projects to encourage and decrease cost for small farms.
Urban agriculture can include backyard, rooftop, vacant lot, park, roadside and the grazing of
livestock in open spaces. The University of Missouri Extension has assembled a report entitled
"Urban Agriculture - Best Practices and Possibilities" that gives a comprehensive breakdown of
this increasingly popular agriculture approach. It stresses the need to work with both the public
and local government, and the need to update local zoning and other ordinances to allow for
these practices. 46

Agriculture in the Middle
"Farms of any size may be part of the market that falls between the vertically integrated,
commodity markets and the direct markets. But the midsized farms are the most vulnerable in
today's polarized markets, since they are too small to compete in the highly consolidated
commodity markets and too large and commoditized to sell in the direct markets."47 Consumers
have generated a market demand for foods that are produced in accordance with sustainable
agriculture standards and food products that have unique attributes. Maintaining the productive
capability of our agricultural resource base over the long term is today's challenge.
The future of agriculture, including yield, diversity, and in1pacts on hun1an health and the
environn1ent, will be determined by the management approaches selected by farmers. Many factors,
including private family and businesses interests, supply and de1nand for food and fiber, and the
government policies discussed throughout this document will] play a role in shaping the decisions
that farmers make.

© 20 l 3 League of Women Voters Agriculture Update Committee
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Overview of Crop Insurance
History and Evolution of Crop Insurance
1930s to the 1980 Federal Crop Insurance Act
Federal crop insurance was first authorized by Congress in the 1930s in conjunction with other
initiatives to help agriculture recover from the impact of the Great Depression and the Dust
Bowl. In 1938, the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation (FCIC) was created to administer crop
insurance. Federal crop insurance was generally an "experiment", providing limited coverage in
limited areas for only major crops, like com and wheat, until the Federal Crop Insurance Act of
1980. This Act expanded the crop insurance program to include many more crops and regions. It
also encouraged expansion to replace the free disaster coverage offered under Farm Bills in the
1960s and 1970s. To grow participation in the program, the 1980 Farm Bill subsidized 30% of
the crop insurance premium owed by the farmer. 1

Ad Hoc Disaster Assistance
Despite the premium subsidy offered, farmers did not participate in ·crop insurance in significant
numbers until the 1990s. In 1988, a major drought resulted in an ad hoc disaster assistance bill to
keep farmers in business. A second disaster bill followed in 1989, a third in 1992 that covered a
three-year span, and a fourth to counteract a very wet, cool growing season in 1993. This quick
succession of disaster assistance led Congress to enact the Federal Crop Insurance Reform Act of
1994 ("the Act").

The 1994 Federal Crop Insurance Reform Act and creation of the Risk
Management Agency
The Act "made participation in the crop insurance program mandatory for farmers to be eligible
for deficiency payments under price support programs, certain loans, and other benefits."2 In
1996, the Risk Management Agency (RiV!A) was created to administer the federal crop insurance
program under the USDA. Through the Act's new requirements and geographic and crop
expansion, crop insurance participation jumped to 180 million acres of farmland insured by
1998, three times the number of acres insured in 1988.3

The Agricultural Risk Protection Act
Congress passed the Agricultural Risk Protection Act in May 2000. This law made it "easier for
farmers to access different types of insurance products including revenue insurance and
protection based on historical yields." It also increased premium subsidy levels to farmers "to
encourage greater participation and included provisions designed to reduce fraud, waste and
abuse.''4

© 2014 League of Women Voters Agriculture Update Committee
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Overview of Insurance

Crop Insurance and the Farm Bill
Crop Insurance is legislated under Title XII of the Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of 2008
(H.R. 6124) (Farm Bill) and will be a separate title under the new Farm Bill once such legislation
is passed. For Crop Insurance, the Farm Bill amends the Federal Crop Insurance Act (the Act) in
Section 7 of the U.S. Code (U.S.C.).5
Such amendments may result in new programs that must be explored or implemented by the
RMA; specific policy language and procedural requirements; dollar amounts available to the
RMA for administration of various insurance programs; premium subsidy percent regulations;
waste, fraud, and abuse rules; restrictions on certain actions, such as any form of rebating; setting
administrative fees per crop insured; instructing how price elections are arrived at; and much
more. Essentially, any portion of the Act can be revised through the Farm Bill.
When a new Farm Bill is signed into law, all language included is recorded in the Federal
Register and the changes affecting crop insurance are mandatory for the RMA to implement.
Changes that are within the scope of the Act and the powers granted to the FCIC and RMA are
allowed without needing a new Farm Bill. Policies that are "permanent" (not a pilot or limited
offering) must go through a review and comment period and be published in the Federal
Register; changes to such things as procedures, rates, prices, and data collection guidelines can
be made by the RMA without a comment period and without public input, although they do
generally seek input from all insurance providers.

The Current Crop Insurance Program
There are currently two types of crop insurance available to United States farmers and ranchers:
Federal crop insurance programs, generally discussed as multiple-peril crop insurance (MPCI),
and crop insurance products that are developed and underwritten solely by private insurance
companies (private products) and are not subsidized by any entity. The most common private
product is crop-hail coverage.6

Why Farmers Buy
With rapidly increasing expenses, including land purchase or rent; loan fees (which require
collateral, often crop insurance); seed costs; labor expenses; equipment and fuel; and chemical or
other soil or crop treatments,7 it is apparent why farmers purchase crop insurance to protect their
investments and remain in business.
Farmers often purchase both federal and private crop insurance policies as part of their
operational risk management: private policies allow "spot" coverage, often on a per-acre basis,
for a specific peril that is either inadequately covered or not covered under an MPCI policy;
MPCI policies provide broad coverage with higher values, revenue and yield protection options,
and subsidized premium. The premium is subsidized by government (taxpayer) funds but is not a
direct payment to farmers; it is a reduction in the calculated premium amount the farmer owes
for the policy he or she purchased.

© 2014 League of Women Voters Agriculture Update Committee
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Crop Insurance Issues of Interest
The following issues are currently being debated in Congress and discussed among various
organizations, media outlets, and individual citizens.
There are arguments on each side of the following issues:
Crop insurance subsidy structure should be revisedl6,17,l3,19,20

•

Cap premium subsidies for farmers with an annual gross income (AG!) at a specific level.
There is disagreement as to what that AG! cap level should be -some say $250,000 AG!
(House-passed), some say $750,000 (Senate-passed), some want a tiered structure - and
whether the AGI should be all household/business income or farm-only income.

•

Reduce the amount of calculated crop insurance premium subsidized by the Federal
government.

•

Current insurance subsidy example: A wheat farmer in McPherson County, KS purchases a
2014 revenue protection crop insurance policy at a 75% coverage level with an optional
unit structure (units are based on the records a farmer can provide along with other policy
qualifying factors). The 75% coverage level means the farmer is "self-insuring" the first
25% of the wheat's value (a 25% deductible). The farmer's wheat policy premium is
subsidized by the FCIC at 55%. This means the farmer only pays 45% of the calculated
policy premium.

•

Crop insurance should continue to expand coverage to more fresh market, specialty, and
organic crops, especially for small, diverse farms.2 1·22 ·23

•

Administrative and operating expenses paid to Approved Insurance Providers (AIPs) for
operating the crop insurance program on behalf of the RMA should be further
reduced.24,25,26

•.

Conservation compliance should be reinstated as a requirement of the crop insurance
policy and land that is constantly stressed and poor performing should be classified as
high risk.21,22

•

Crop insurance should be "held harmless" in the Farm Bill finalization and be
strengthened and expanded.29,30,31,32

•

Coverage should expand to new crops, types, practices, and growing methods.
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Antitrust Legislation
Today many perceive that a few corporations are the determinants of the role of
competition in the agricultural industry. From farm equipment, supplies, seeds, crops and
livestock, to the processing and selling to consumers, these few companies hold the reins
for raising costs and lowering prices for farmers and reducing prices and choices for
consumers.
Starting in the 1800's to prevent the above from occurring, antitrust laws were enacted:
1) The Sherman Antitrust Act (1890) enacted to prohibit price-fixing and to bust trusts
and monopolies that were involved in collusion.
2) The Clayton Antitrust Act (1914) passed to permit federal regulators review mergers
and prevent the narrowing of competitive markets. The Department of Justice (DOJ)
receives it authority to prevent or revise anticompetitive mergers.
3) Federal Trade Commission Act (1914) created the FTC in order to prevent unfair
methods of competition and unfair practices and to seek remuneration for injured
consumers.
4) The Packers and Stockyards Act (1921) enacted to prevent meatpackers and
processors from unfair and deceptive practices against farmers. Authority to enforce was
given to the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) .
5) Capper Volstead Act (1922) passed to provide a limited exemption from antitrust
liability for agricultural producers who market their products yielded from a cooperative
basis. Those producers may not collaborate in anticompetitive conduct with
nonproducers to reduce competition.
6) Hart Scott-Rodin Act (1976) amends the Clayton Antitrust Act and requires that
before mergers or acquisitions, companies must file the proposed transactions with the
FTC:.

7) Antitrust Guidelines for Licensing Intellectual Property (1995) issued by the DOJ
and FTC to determine the patent ownership and the development of monopoly power and
anticompetitive practices.
Recent Action:

8) DOJ and USDA Workshops (2010) addressed competition in agriculture and created
the Agricultural Competition Task Force to oversee enforcement of intellectual property
rights and patent infringement in agriculture.
In summary three types of violations of the law that antitrust enforcement agencies can
pursue include: collusion; monopolization; and anticompetitive mergers. The antitrust
laws focus on competition and the competitive process and do not directly serve other
policy goals such as fairness, safety, promotion of foreign trade, or environmental welfare.
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There is evidence that as farms and others in the agricultural industry increase the size
and scale of their operations there are economies of size and scale that lead to significant
reductions in costs per unit of output. Thus keeping US food prices lower than in most
other countries. This raises questions as to whether the extent of consolidation by some is
restricting competition in the agricultural sector and injuring farmers, consumers, and
small to mid-sized processors and retailers.
According to Food and Water Watch the federal government has failed to enforce the
intent of the above mentioned pieces of legislation. Giant mergers have been allowed
between meatpackers and processors, grain companies, food-processing conglomerates
and supermarket chains. The playing field is no longer fair for farmers and consumers
due to the large corporate takeovers.
(Synopsis of Antitrust Enforcement Agencies and Legislation (T9))
Federal Programs and Initiatives (http://new.nationalaglawcenter.org) see Appendix.
Many individual programs that are considered to support local food systems are within
the Farm Bill Titles ( II, IV, V, VI, VII, X, XII).
In the list of programs under the USDA are:
• Marketing and promotion programs, such as the Specialty Crop Block Grant;
Farmers' Market Promotion Program; and the Federal State Marketing
Improvement Program.
• Rural and community development programs, such as Rural Cooperative
Development Grants; Co=unity Facilities Program; Rural Business Enterprise
Grants; and Rural Microentrepreneur Assistance Program.
• Research and cooperative extension programs, such as Sustainable Agriculture
Research and Education Programs.
• Nutrition and education programs, such as Farmers' Market Nutrition Programs:
The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program at Farmers' Markets; USDA's
Farm to School Program; School Gardens; commodity procurement through
"DoD Fresh"; and Community Food Projects.
The USDA programs have helped communities develop local food markets to help
create new market opportunities for small and medium sized farms.
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Animal Health and Management
Question # 5a

EPA Environmental Protection Agency
CAFO Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation

N P DES

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

In 2011the EPA required CAFO's to submit basic information about location, number and type
of animal, permitting status {to do with waste water which is regulated through NPDES permits)
and number of acres available for application of manure. Strong opposition from livestock trade
associations and the Natl. Assoc. of State Dept. of Agriculture led to the withdrawal of this
regulation. This in turn led to a lawsuit by the Center for Food Safety, the Humane Society, Food
and Water Watch and others which asserted that the EPA lacks basic information about the
nation's thousands of CAFO's, such as e.g. their location, size and waste management
procedures. CAFO's should be treated like any other polluting industry.
Federal laws governing farm animal welfare are limited to animal handling during interstate
transportation, slaughtering practices and use in biomedical research, testing, teaching and
exhibition. All poultry species are excluded even from those laws.

On-farm animal welfare

is governed by state law.
Several producers groups have developed programs to promote better animal welfare.

Question # 5b
Concerns over water pollution have dominated regulation efforts by the EPA. In some cases the
states regulate the discharge permitting process. Communication between agencies is
inadequate.
Air emissions are very poorly regulated and are a big issue. State rules differ. There is a lack of
standard measures, inadequate data collection and funding and political opposition to any
regulatory oversight.
The federal government should have the major role in setting standards for pollution control
and it should enforce those rules.

Sources: T7, Animal Management
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Animal Management
Question #6a

EQIP Environmental Quality Incentives Program

The most common way to dispose of manure is by spreading it on fields as fertilizer or storing it
inpits and lagoons. Large farms can produce more waste than some U.S. cities.
Biogas technology is in the early stages of being used in the USA. Currently there are an
estimated 160 biogas energy projects installed on dairy farms, mostly in the Northeast.
In this process manure is stored in anaerobic digesters where bacteria feed on the manure's
natural acids. In turn, the bacteria generate methane-rich biogas and reduce the manure's odor
greatly. The gas is collected and piped into an electrical power generator.
Another scenario for biogas energy production involves cleaning the gas to meet commercial
standards and pumping it into a nearby natural gas pipeline.
The biogas market is expected to grow because of the continued emphasis on sustainability,
high costs of competing energies and concerns over reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.

Question #6b

EQIP = Environmental Quality Incentives Program

The EQIP program was introduced in the 1996 farm bill. Farmers can apply for financial and
technical assistance "to help plan and implement conservation practices that address natural
resource concerns." Another purpose of the program is to help producers meet federal, state,
tribal and local regulations. In return for payments and technical assistance, the farmer enters
into a contract with USDA that requires that the farmer carry out the program plan.
It originally targeted small and mid-sized farms. In 2002 the program was reauthorized with
greatly expanded funding and removal of the restrictions on large-scale waste management
systems.
The National Sustainable Farm Association has petitioned for greater transparency regarding
disbursement of EQIP funds, economic and environmental analysis of the impact of contracts
and lower caps with no "special exceptions". In addition they think that EQIP funds should be
restricted to mitigation of existing environmental challenges, rather than financing waste
management operations of new or expanding CAFO's.

Sources: T7 Overview of Animal Management; T5 Soil Management
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF THE UNITED STATES
AGRICULTURE UPDATE COMMITTEE
LIST OF READINGS POSTED ON LWVUS WEBSITE
JANUARY 2014
Financial Aspects of Agriculture
F1. Overview of Agricultural Subsidy
F2. Overview of Crop Insurance

Introduction to Agriculture Technology
T1. Overview of Farm Management
T2. Overview of Plant Breeding, Seed Industry, and Biodiversity
T3. Genetic Engineering of Plants and Genetically Modified
Organisms in the Food System
T4. Overview of Pesticide Management
T5. Overview of Soil Management
T6. Overview of Water Management
T7. Overview of Animal Management
TS. Overview of Nanotechnology and Other Technologies

Overview of Key Agencies Supporting and Regulating Food and Agriculture
A 1. United States Department of Agriculture
A2. USDA's Role in American Nutrition
A3. Environment Protection Agency (EPA)
A4. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
A5. Food Labeling: FDA and USDA
A6. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and
National Institutes of Health
A7. Interaction of Federal Agencies with Food Safety Missions
AS. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)
A9. Antitrust Enforcement Agencies and Legislation

Other documents (no numbers)
Leaders' Guide for Agriculture Update Consensus
About the Agriculture Update and Committee
Agriculture Update: Suggested Readings

Readings can be accessed at:
http://www.lwv.org/member-resources/agriculture%C2%ADupdate.
The readings are presented at this site in random order.
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THE ABOVE MATRIX HAS PREPARED FOR FEBRUARY 2014 UNIT MEETINGS
CONSENSUS QUESTIONS 1-6 WILL BE DISCUSSED AT THOSE MEETINGS.
FOR EACH QUESTION THE "X" INDICATES THE RELEVANT LWVUS READING.
THE NAMES AND SUBJECT OF THE READINGS ARE SHOWN ON THE LIST ON THE BACK OF THE MATRIX.
THE FULL READINGS CAN BE ACCESSED AT THE WEB ADDRESS SHOWN AT THE BOTTOM OF THE LIST.
PORTIONS OF SOME READINGS HAVE BEEN PROVIDED AS EVERY MEMBER MATERIAL.
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